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Formatting the final manuscript

As the volume editor, you are responsible for ensuring that the entire manuscript is formatted and
submitted in accordance with Press guidelines. Please save each file by chapter number. We advise
that you inform each contributor of his or her chapter number if you know in advance, as this is
sometimes useful in preparing the chapter.
Forms

Only one version of each form should be submitted. Please transfer the information you receive
from individual contributors to a single comprehensive version of each form (most importantly
the Author Information Form and Art & Text Log). As editor of the volume, you are responsible
for the Marketing Questionnaire.
Citations and bibliography

All contributors should use the same citation style. Discuss with your editor whether the book will
feature a single combined bibliography or whether each chapter will have its own list of references.
Publication agreements and previously published essays

Every contributed chapter must have either a publication agreement signed by the contributor, or
permission to reprint from the original publisher. Please list the essays that have been previously
published in the Text Log.
Permission to reprint. For those essays for which a publication agreement is not appropriate,
we have supplied you with a permission request form, which you (or the contributor) can use to
request permission from the original publisher to reprint the essay. You may email your editorial
assistant to find out the estimated publication date and print run, which some institutions require
before granting permission.
Publication agreements. SUP will issue publication agreements for your contributors. By signing these agreements, the contributors to your volume give the Press the right to publish their
work. Please distribute these agreements and ask each contributor to sign them and return them
to you. As editor, you do not need to sign a separate publication agreement. (If your own essay
has been previously published, you will need to request permission from the original publisher
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and submit this with the final manuscript.)
Please submit a publication agreement or permission to reprint for every essay when you submit the final manuscript, if not earlier. Editing cannot begin without these forms.
Text Permissions

Be sure that all of your contributors understand that it is their responsibility to determine whether or not any of the elements of their contribution require permissions and, when necessary, to
secure those permissions in advance of turning in the final manuscript.
Art and Art Permission

Provide your contributors with copies of the Press’s instructions for preparing illustrations. Make
sure that your contributors know the number of tables, illustrations, etc. that you have allotted their
chapters, and that the total does not exceed the contract you have with Stanford University Press.
Finally, please be aware that you or your contributors are responsible for obtaining permission
for all art and paying any charges relating to permission. Permission to reproduce the art itself
must be submitted with the final manuscript. The chapter number or figure number to which
each permission applies should be marked directly on the permission. Editing cannot begin without the art and art permissions.
Contributor biographies

Contributors should submit a brief autobiographical sketch, three to four sentences in length,
along with their final manuscript. The biographies should include the author’s full name, title,
affiliation, and if available, the titles of any major publications or awards. Compile these sketches
into one file and submit it with the final manuscript. Please edit these for style and consistency.
Complimentary copies for contributors

The Press will send each contributor one copy of the book upon publication, if we receive mailing addresses and phone numbers for each contributor. Addresses should be noted on the Author
Information form. When collecting the list of addresses, please ask each contributor for a mailing
address that will be applicable a year from now, as that will be the approximate date of publication. The address should not contain a PO Box or Campus Box. If a contributor address changes
before the book is published, please notify your editorial assistant with the change. If a contributor would like additional copies of the book, he or she can purchase them from our distributor at
the author discount (40% off list price).

